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Classic Cinema online, free, instant and really rather marvellous - plan your Halloween viewing right here! With Halloween this coming weekend, it is surely time to celebrate by watching all of your favourite classic black-and-white horror flicks, with a range of sites online to let you do just that. Instantly. At no cost.Checking out Classic Cinema
Online, for example, is one of those occasions where you truly remember why the internet is A Good Thing.Before now, many of these movies were almost impossible to find on DVD, even if you are lucky enough to have a well-stocked moviephile-owned rental store nearby.Lazy Sunday afternoonsClassic Cinema Online lets you choose from hundreds
of timeless silent and black-and-white movies organised by category, from Action through to Westerns.They also feature loads of news reels and old cinema shorts – stuff that is of huge historical import. Not to mention stuff that is also hugely fun and rewarding to while away a rainy Sunday afternoon.For more, head over to Classic Cinema Online to
line up your Halloween viewing for this coming weekend.Via MakeUseOf Online free video editing software is hard to come by, and those available are typically very simple tools that do little more than apply filters to your clips unless you upgrade to a premium account.Movie Maker Online (opens in new tab) is the exception. Unlike other browserbased tools, it offers proper timeline-based editing with titles and effects, plus a catalog of royalty-free music and stock images to help complete your projects.We wouldn't recommend it for particularly long projects, partly because uploading and downloading the necessary files is a time and bandwidth-consuming process, and partly because the
various editing tools on offer aren't quite up to the standard of desktop software.Its interface takes some getting used to as well, mostly because its timeline is aligned vertically rather than horizontally, as it is in video editors like Adobe Premiere Pro and Lightworks.That said, if you need a tool for quickly trimming, combining and adjusting video clips
without any unsightly watermarks, Movie Maker Online could be the perfect tool for you.First, a word of warning: Movie Maker Online is funded by ads that you might find distracting, and you'll have to deactivate any ad-blocking plugins you have installed before you can use it.If you can look past that, Movie Maker Online is an excellent tool (and it's
only fair that its developers are reimbursed for their work). Movie Maker Online lets you upload video, images and music, and combine them into a project by dragging and dropping them onto a timeline. The page layout is a little strange, so you'll need to scroll down a little way to find it.Drag your media files onto the page to upload them, and accept
the cookies when prompted. You can then begin editing them, stitching clips together and combining them with audio and still images. You can crop uploaded videos, and there are numerous filters available to give them a new look. Movie Maker Online provides fade options for audio and video too, as well as text overlays, transitions and
more.There's even a selection of royalty-free images and music files that you can use to help complete your project (though bear in mind these are only free for non-commercial use). Music is provided by Jamendo (opens in new tab), a platform for independent musicians to share their work online.It just might take you a while to find your way around
the system of menus and learn which parts of the page are ads, and you can only export your finished projects in MP4 format, but this is a minor complaint. Movie Maker Online is the best for your browser.You might also likeLightworksHitfilm ExpressShotcutWe've rounded up all of the best free video editors Even if you haven’t watched any of
the ‘Demon Slayer’ anime series, it’s impossible not to notice the frenzy that immediately followed the release of the franchise’s new film, ‘Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba the Movie: Mugen Train’. The movie – a sequel to the series – caused such a stir in Japan that it broke several records and even became the nation’s highest grossing film in
history. Yep, that’s right – it knocked Ghibli’s ‘Spirited Away’ off the top of the chart. Despite the film’s record-breaking popularity, not everyone was able to make it to the cinema to see it in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic. If you didn’t catch the production last autumn, don’t worry – the movie will be out on DVD and Blu-ray in Japan from June
16. As an added bonus, the distributor is including English subtitles with the home video release, so English speakers won’t have trouble following any of the fast-paced action. Prices start at ¥3,850 for the DVD and ¥4,400 for the Blu-ray version, with pre-order already available online. And for overseas Demon Slayer fans: the movie is set for both
dubbed and subbed theatrical releases in North America on April 23 and digital release on June 22, with releases in other English-speaking countries sure to follow. Here's everything you need to know about the blockbuster anime 'Demon Slayer: Mugen Train'. More from Time Out Take our Time Out Index survey and tell us what life is like in Tokyo
Watch: 7-Eleven Japan has released a new anime miniseries on YouTube Starbucks is releasing special merchandise for its 25th anniversary in Japan The outdoor digital monolith at teamLab Planets Tokyo is changing into a pillar of fire What we know so far about the new Harry Potter attraction in Tokyo, opening in 2023 Want to be the first to know
what’s cool in Tokyo? Sign up to our newsletter for the latest updates from Tokyo and Japan. Any time is a good time to watch a scary movie, but let’s be real – there’s just something incredibly satisfying about watching a horror flick in October. It’s a bit of social conditioning, sure. Most of us have been told since we were children that October is
Spooky Season, and for the rest of our days, the month will always represent frightful fun, even when we’ve long outgrown the ritual of dressing up and going begging for candy around the neighbourhood. But early fall itself also just feels spooky – a time when the air gets crisp, the days get darker and the spices more pumpkin-flavoured. It’s probably
too cold and rainy to go outside, anyway. So why not curl up and give yourself a good scare? With Halloween approaching, we’ve scanned five streaming services – Hulu, Netflix, Amazon, HBO Max and dedicated horror streamer Shudder – to scare up a veritable pillowcase of amazingly terrifying films. In this grab bag you'll find everything from
gruesome slashers to goosebump-raising ghost stories, wigged-out b-movies and more than a few that’ll keep you up at night. Here are the best horror movies to stream on Halloween – or any time you need a good shock to the system. Recommended: The best Halloween movies of all-time The best Halloween movies for kids on Netflix The 100 best
horror movies of all-time The best zombie movies of all-timeBy entering your email address you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and consent to receive emails from Time Out about news, events, offers and partner promotions. Awesome, you're subscribed!Thanks for subscribing! Look out for your first newsletter in your inbox soon!Let the
Right One InPhoto: Courtesy of IFC FilmsPhotograph: DreamworksImage: Warner Bros.Photograph: Apache FilmsPhotograph: Aidan Monaghan/NETFLIXPhotograph: NetflixPhotograph: Courtesy of 20th Century Studios.Photograph: New Line CinemaPhotograph: NetflixPhotograph: MGMPhoto: Courtesy Warner Bros.Photograph: Orion
PicturesImage: Courtesy of Lions Gate FilmsAlessio Bolzoni/Amazon Studios CarrieBy entering your email address you agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and consent to receive emails from Time Out about news, events, offers and partner promotions. Awesome, you're subscribed!Thanks for subscribing! Look out for your first newsletter in
your inbox soon!More on Halloween Looking for a quick way to make an animated movie online? If you want to create one of those nice cartoon-looking presentations where everything is animated, text flies across the screen, etc., then you have a couple of cool online tools that can get the job done. In this article, I’m going to talk about two online
tools that I have used, PowToon and Animatron, which let you easily create animated presentations and movies. Both services have free versions with certain restrictions like only being able to share the presentation online and not being able to remove the watermark and outro from the final presentation. If you plan on using these tools professionally,
you can look into the paid options as well that remove these restrictions and give you more features. There are many free software animation tools out there, but these usually come with quite a high learning curve because of their advanced tools and feature sets. You can learn how to use these two online tools in just a few hours. PowToon
PowToon will allow you to create up to a 5 minute movie for free that you can publish online to their website or up to YouTube. You have to sign up with PowToon in order to start using the tool, but it’s free. Once you log in, click on Create at the top and choose from Start from Scratch or Customize a Ready Made PowToon. The customize option is
nice because it gives you a whole bunch of ready-made themes and templates that you start your movie with. I also recommended using a ready-made template because they include multiple slides, objects, transitions, etc., so you see exactly how items are added, controlled and manipulated on the canvas. When the main interface loads, you’ll be
presented with a short tutorial on how to navigate around. Thankfully, it’s quite similar to tools like PowerPoint, so the learning curve is low. On the left are the slides, on the right is the library of objects you can add to your slides, the bottom is the timeline and the top is where you can control project settings. To get started, you can add objects from
the panel on the right. These include text effects, image holders, characters, animations, props, backgrounds, shapes, markers, action buttons, and transitions. Transitions can only be added when you have more than one slide. For everything else, just click on it and the object will appear on the canvas. You’ll then see it at the bottom of the timeline
also. You can adjust the entrance and exit effect for each object and the amount of time it remains on the canvas by clicking on the object in the timeline. PowToon is fairly simple to use, but can create complex animations. Mostly it just takes time getting used to the timeline and timing your objects properly. They also have several tutorials on their
website to help you learn the features faster. You can also upload your own images, sounds, and videos in addition to the assets they have in their library. You’ll also notice that a lot of stuff they have says Premium, which means you can only use it if you upgrade to their paid plans. Overall, it works really well, is easy to use and doesn’t cost anything
for creating short videos you might want to share with friends or family. Animatron Animatron is similar to PowToon, but has some more advanced features. Animatron also has a free version and a couple of paid plans. The interface of Animatron is more akin to that of Photoshop than PowerPoint. If you want more control over objects on the canvas,
then Animatron is the better choice. One major reason to go with Animatron is that the whole animation is done using HTML5. This means that someone viewing your movie doesn’t need to have Flash installed on their system, which is not the case for PowToon. Another cool thing about Animatron is that everything is a vector object and can therefore
be re-sized and animated without becoming grainy. You can even draw with freehand and it’ll allow you to instantly animate the object as a vector graphic. As you can see from above, the tools are all located on the left-hand side and the bottom contains the timeline, but with each object in its own layer. With layers, you can do far more advanced
animations than you can in PowToon. Another advanced feature is the ability to add keyframes to alter the path and size of an object. Animatron also has a good library of vector images, backgrounds and objects that you can add to your canvas. A lot require a paid package, but there are a decent number of free items too. You’ll need to register on
Animatron also in order to use all the free assets. They also have a tutorial section with a lot of videos. Overall, these two online tools are the best way to go about quickly creating animated movies or presentations without having to put in a large amount of time. Enjoy!
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